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DID SOMEONE SAY
DECOR
ACCESSORIES?
LOSE YOUR MIND WITH INCREDIBLE PILLOWS, RUGS, LIGHTING,
MIRRORS AND HANDLES!

Nowadays, decor accessories have a fundamental part in any interior design
project, because they can really highlight the beauty of a room or even a
bespoke furniture design. Find out in this Ebook the best accessories for your
incredible and luxurious interior design project. The luxury brands from
the Covet Group (Boca do Lobo, Brabbu, Essential Home, DelightFULL,
Luxxu and PullCast) will show you their best bespoke decor accessories
that will upgrade your room decor and surprise your friends and family!
The ultimate source of inspiration sets has already arrived for your next
exquisite design project. What are you waiting for? Scroll down and enjoy!
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Rugs

A printed rug can be that little detail that transforms the interior design of any room
into a unique luxury design project. As you can see in the picture, the rug Meta
from Rug’Society Savage Collection is the standout piece of the contemporary style
hall. The dark green contrasts beautifully with the velvety yellow armchairs (Malay)
by Brabbu. The silver wall lamp (Guggenheim) by Luxxu and the silver side table
(Botti) from Essential Home, balanced the all interior design.
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The bespoke royal rug shines in this contemporary living room. The warm color tones
of the handmade Redleh rug from Rug’Society, like gold and brown, complement
the color tones of the velvety pink sofa and the gold Latza center table by Brabbu.
The light from the brand’s crystal floor lamp (Naicca) is the exquisite final touch in
this interior design project.
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www.rugsociety.eu
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This all-white classic dining room is all about the luxury style. The exquisite rug
(Poseidon) by Boca do Lobo highlights the golden details that are spread across the
room, like on the unique dining chair (Emporium Gold). This is a great example that
the luxury style doesn’t have to be all about over the top decor… You can still have a
simple yet luxurious interior design, by adding some ingenious decor accessories.
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For a mid-century design project, this geometrical rug by Rug’ Society is the right path
to take. The beautiful bright colors of the handmade Audrey rug highlight the bright red
upholstery of Essential Home’s Loren armchair. The balance of this vintage style living
room is achieved thanks to the black and white side table (Vinicius) by Essential Home
and the minimalist black floor lamp (Coleman) by DelightFULL.
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Pillows

Cancan: The Cancan dance was the muse of many renowned painters of Impressionism like
Toulouse-Lautrec, who painted pictures of famous Can-Can dancers. This classic pillow was
inspired by the magnificent outfits that the dancers wore on the competitions. If you look closely
to this modern pillow, the pleats will remind you of the flowy details in their special outfits.
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Albus Red: From the great heights to the many
mysteries hiding behind every crates and crevice, the
Albus Pillow represents the beauty of the white peaks
and the surrounding valleys of the Alps Mountains.
The combination between the serene and dynamic
pattern of this eclectic pillow with its soft velvety
texture enhances the design of every room decor.

Nº8 Cushion: This incredible pillow from Rug’
Society’s WOW Collection has elegant shapes in velvet,
hand embroidery, natural silk and dazzling jacquards
with decorations. We can say that this accessory is a
piece of art with a timeless soul in the world of
the interior decor.

KLEO Cushion: Also from the WOW Collection, this
modern pillow is a unique statement piece for your
interior decor project. The hand embroidery details
on the velvety texture fabric add a playful twist to the
soulful pillow.
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Stools

Some people think that stools don’t do anything spectacular
in the interior design of a room. In actuality, stools can
add that wow factor that everyone wants in any interior
decor project. Take this picture, for example, the velvety
texture of the grey upholstery Florence stool by Essential
Home transforms the design of this beautiful mid-century
corner. The gold color of the brand’s Monocle dressing
table matches the stool’s golden base and the golden
details on the Armstrong floor lamp by Delightfull.

For a luxury design project, black and gold are the right colors
to use. The Prisma stool by Luxxu, shines through in this highend seating corner thanks to its golden details. The bespoke stool
looks amazing next to the brand’s Charla two-seat sofa and with
the savage beauty of the golden chandelier called Mcqueen Globe.
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For a contemporary style living room with a bold color scheme, a neutral stool is the
right choice. In this contemporary living room, the velvety burgundy texture of the
Malay armchairs by Brabbu and the white leather upholstery on the brands’ sofa are
complemented by two natural stone stools called Yoho. To brighten up the room,
without going over the top, the interior designer placed the KOI side table with the
gold Amik table lamp on top.
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In this beautiful corner, we see once again luxury color tones as one cannot fail with
black and gold decor. The black mirrored stool (Erosion) by Boca do Lobo complements
the golden dressing table (Sinuous) by Maison Valentina and the black floor rug. The
incredible lighting of this space shines through the crystal and gold wall lamps called
Waterfall by Luxxu. I’m sure the ladies are going to love this one!
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Hardware

Who knew that a simple drawer handle could add the most
incredible detail to a successful luxury design project. As
you can see in the picture, the curated design of PullCast’s
unique handle is the luxurious touch that looks well in
any type of room decor. Inspired by the most aesthetical
sights in nature, the Comb handle (as the name relates)
represents the beauty of the honeycomb phenomenon.

The velvety texture on the accent chair (Hera) by Brabbu embodies
the magnificence of the iconic Greek architecture. This bespoke
armchair complements the woodiness of the living room’s exquisite
cabinet (Huang), which if you look closely you can see that it has
a unique golden detail in its structure. This incredible detail is
nothing more, nothing less than the golden cabinet handle called
Kesya, a unique furniture handle by Pullcast, made to enrich any
modern design.
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For an all-white design room, in terms of hardware, you should go for something
gold. For example, the simple and glamorous handle (Natica) by PullCast, looks
amazing in this minimalist white sideboard and matches perfectly with the door
handle (Natica) on the cabinet that is right next to the bespoke sideboard. Both of
these belong to the same collection of the brand and were inspired by the variation
of one of nature’s treasures, the sea life.
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www.pullcast.eu
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The golden color of the Nouveau drawer handle by PullCast pops right out of the wooden nightstand
and matches perfectly the bespoke table lamp (Cyrus) by Brabbu that is on top of it. Immersed in
modernity and fluidity, the unique drawer handle design was inspired on the Art Nouveau era,
which was an era of distinction, luxury and refinement.
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Mirrors

As you enter this home division what is the first thing that you notice? I bet is the beautiful
Filigree Mirror by Boca do Lobo right? This exquisite handmade mirror is a tribute to the
Portuguese Filigree art, which isn’t easy to master. Glided in 18k gold, the hand hammered
structure is built by passionate master artisans. To highlight the golden mirror, the interior
designer placed it above the brand’s unique console called Sinuous Gold.
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If you want a more contemporary look with a luxury touch for your entrance hall, then we have the
perfect mirror for you. As you can see the round mirror (Kayan) by Brabbu adds a unique touch to
the room’s interior design. Placed between the two crystal and gold wall lamps (Tycho) by Luxxu,
the contemporary mirror also gives a unique glow to the minimalist console (Craig) beneath it,
created by Essential Home.
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www.maisonvalentina.net
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Since the vintage style is super trendy right now (and it’s going to remain fashionable for the
next year), this is the right way to do it. This mid-century style seating corner is fully based
on the golden color tone. The geometrical mirror (Wilde) by Essential Home looks beautifully
above the brand’s retro sideboard called Monocles. The golden details on the Brubeck XL wall
lamps match perfectly with the Hudson armchair, and the black and gold table lamp (Amy)
by DelightFULL.
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This unique golden mirror (Kumi I) by Brabbu is the bespoke centerpiece of the
entire living room design. Its unusual shape complements the velvety texture of the
green upholstery sofa (Dakota) and brings a touch of luxury into this contemporary
style room. The final result of this contemporary living room looks just amazing,
don’t you think?
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Wallpapers

Agatha Lotus: This art panel is inspired both by the Agate stone and its brightness of color,
as well as in the shape of the Lotus flower. It has a succession of parallel lines that mix a wide
range of earthy tones, producing a crescent composition effect.
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Peony: Inspired by nature itself, the floral pattern of this unique wallpaper will add that
luxury touch that you’re looking for your interior design project. Here is a way to incorporate
the floral pattern in a different yet luxurious way.
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Abism Jellyfish: Meticulously hand painted and blended with digital art, this sophisticated
interior wallpaper conveys an underwater feeling due to its range of black tones, marble
texture and the use of jellyfishes as the theme.
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Vanilla White: This soft colored wallpaper has a contemporary design that would look amazing
in any room decor. The goal of it is to transform your design project into a true oasis of
comfort and design, that materializes one’s feelings and personalities.
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Table Lamps

For a vintage style seating corner, you can find some amazing furniture pieces in the midcentury sister brands, Essential Home and DelightFULL. This incredible example combines
the velvety pink upholstery of the Carver armchair, with the geometric shape of the Diamond
mirror, and the minimalistic design of the Craig side table. For lighting, one can find the
unique mid-century table lamp (Basie), which fits majestically in this interior design project.
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If you want to add an unusual yet beautiful decor
accessory to your bedroom decor, why don’t go for a
unique table lamp for your bedside table? For example,
in this contemporary decor bedroom, we can see that
the design of the minimalist side table shines thanks
to the unique table lamp that it has on top. This midcentury lighting fixture (Botti) by DelightFULL was
inspired by the most popular wind musical instrument,
the classic trumpet.

The stand out pieces of this contemporary living room are without a shadow of a doubt the unique
shape table lamps by Brabbu, called Cyrus. They stand out in thanks to the neutral color scheme that
was used on this interior design project. I mean the wood sideboard (Huang) and the pearl leathery
upholstery on the armchair (Clerk) don’t overpower the beauty of
these amazing golden lighting fixtures.
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For a luxury design bedroom, it’s important to carefully choose the right furniture and
lighting pieces because a simple mistake can mess up all of the interior decor. Here is an
idea of what you can choose for your bedside corner. The unique black and gold bedside
table (Spear) by Luxxu, that features a golden drawer handle (Skyline) by PullCast, that
also highlights the natural beauty of the crystal and gold table lamp (Waterfall) also by
Luxxu. Sometimes simplicity is the best way to go!
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Screen

A bespoke folding screen can be the statement piece of any interior design
project. You can incorporate it in your room decor to separate two different
areas or if want to add that unique decor detail that transforms your room into a
true art gallery. The Gold folding screen by Boca do Lobo is dressed to impress
any guest that enters this unique luxury living room corner.
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Once again, we see a bespoke folding screen as a decorative accessory for this contemporary living
room. The metal work on the KOI screen is just incredible and pops right out in this living room without
overshadowing the amazing table lamps (Amik) or the velvety upholstery sofa (Maya) and armchair (Nuka)
also by Brabbu.
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For a retro dressing corner, opt for the Monocles folding screen by Essential
Home, produced in solid walnut wood and accentuated by a polish brass frame
and holes. This unique vintage decor accessory goes really well with the midcentury modern wall lamp (Piazzola) by DelightFULL and the brand’s handmade
wool rug called Polanski, which was created according to the traditional
Portuguese technique called “beiriz”.
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The interior design of this contemporary living room is all about golden details.
They are present in almost every single furniture piece of the room, like in the
bespoke side table (Cay), on the unique wall lamps (Aurum) or even in the blue
upholstery armchairs (Nº20) by Brabbu . However, the stand out piece of this
room decor is without a doubt the unique contemporary folding screen (Delphi)
by Brabbu, whose design was inspired by ancient Greece’s holiest Delphi.
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Floor Lighting

This luxurious seating corner is full of bespoke furniture pieces, such as the
luxury black upholstery armchair (Otto) by Luxxu, and the unique metal worked
side table called (Manuka) by Brabbu. However, the real stand out of the interior
design is the brand’s exquisite floor lamp called Mcqueen floor, which was
inspired by elegance and femininity. Made of Swarovski crystals this bespoke
lighting fixture brings a romantic and artistic aesthetic to this
interior design project.
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For a fun office renovation project, you should add a
unique mid-century modern lighting fixture, like the
Letter E from DelightFULL’s graphic collection which
will take you back to your college memories. This fun
floor lighting adds an interesting twist to your office
decor and it will certainly increase the productivity of
your working time!

The look of this contemporary living room is just
exquisite. In the interior design, we can find Brabbu’s
two seat sofa (Maya) and the brand’s bespoke center
table (Sequoia) which was inspired by the natural
beauty of California’s largest and tallest tree, a true
force of Nature. These amazing furniture pieces come
to life thanks to the incredible light that comes from
the golden floor lamp (Cypres) also by Brabbu. This
decor detail is what allows every single piece
to shine through!
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For a mid-century modern living room, you should pick furniture and lighting pieces from the dynamic duo
of mid-century design, Essential Home and DelightFULL. The bright blue velvety upholstery of the Mansfield
armchairs contrasts beautifully with the golden shine of the Monocles Cabinet, and matches perfectly the Merfilus
handmade rug from Rug’Society. However the stand out of the entire decor project is the incredible Turner
floor lamp, a unique lighting fixture inspired by the electrifying dance moves from the iconic Tina Turner. For a
modern touch, the interior designer incorporated the KOI center table from Brabbu’s famous KOI Collection. You
can find all of these amazing furniture and lighting products in the Covet House website.
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